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Hello, Thank you for inviting me here today. I look forward to sharing a 
few of my interests and projects with all of you. Currently, I am a 
tenure-track professor at MSU in the Department of art, Art History 
and Design. I teach design courses that focus on everything from 
typography, motion design, branding, and interaction. My broad range 
of design interests and focus has developed throughout my design 

my journey
audience defined
branding case studies
process methods

topics
—I will give you a brief introduction to my career journey and share 
how I ended up where I am now
—I will define some terms associated with our ideas of audience
—We will then review a few branding stories from my experiences as 
a full-time art director and designer at Hallmark
—Then I will share a few process methods I practiced during my 

 journey  
up to this point

topeka, kansas

journey

—born and raised in Topeka, Kansas
—I was always a crafty and arty kid and knew I wanted to go into 
design by my junior year of high school
—The idea of “art” being done on a “computer” intrigued me and I also 
wanted to make things that were similar to the cool hang tags that 
were on the jeans at the time...anyone remember Pepe jeans.



lawrence, kansas

journey

—From Topeka I moved a whole 30 minutes away to go to the 
University of Kansas where I got my BFA in Visual Communications
—It was here I learned about concepts, grids, typography...this is also 
where I got my teaching bug, I feel my professors there put some sort 
of spell on me when they told me “Rebecca, you will teach some 
day”...I responded and said no way I want to work, as if teaching 

kansas city, missouri

journey

—During my senior year I interned in Kansas City at a small boutique 
studio called Willoughby Design, I eventually moved to Kansas City 
(on the Missouri) side. I worked as an art director for a small 
advertising agency for a year before I was recruited by Hallmark 
Cards.
—I worked at Hallmark Cards for 7 years. Towards the end of my time 

raleigh, nc

journey

—So I quit my good Hallmark job and moved to Raleigh, NC to study 
design under professor Meredith Davis, whom I will discuss more later 
in my presentation.
—I got my Masters of Graphic Design in a very quick and intense two 
years.
—It was here that I was introduced to interaction design

lansing, michigan

journey

—Right after I graduated from NCSU I moved to Michigan, my first 
time here in the state was the day I moved here.
—I have taught here for 3 years now as fixed-term faculty, this past 
spring I landed the open tenure-track position which began this fall
—Now I am focused on teaching and research...and I am beginning to 
feel settled again.



audience

audience

location

profession
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preferences
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motivators

cultural
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ethnicity behaviors

processes

perceptions

cognitive

reader consumer user participantviewer

technology

people

Audience
—let’s look at some terms commonly associated with the idea of what 
and “audience” is
—reader, viewer, consumer, user, participant
—The idea of reader implies there is some sort of “people” involved, 
we don’t know who, just people

audience

reader consumer user participantviewer

print 
artifacts

digital  
worldcontext

In a print-based world the audience is a passive viewer but with the 
introduction of the digital world we now have to think of our audience 
as an active participant. The circumstances and background that form 
the setting for the communication and interpretation of messages has 
shifted.

audience

“In a user-centered design framework  
the goal is to create the conditions  
for use and experience, to mediate  

between people, activities, and  
the surrounding environment.”

graphic design theory, meredith davis

In a user-centered design framework the goal is to create the 
conditions for use and experience, to mediate between people, 
activities, and the surrounding environment.
Meredith Davis



audience

hierarchy of design problems. Adapted 
from J. Christopher Jones, Design Methods: 
Seeds of Human Futures (New York, 1970)

communities

systems

products

components

(interrelated components)

(interrelated products)

(interrelated systems)

hierarchy of 
design problems

Design methodologist, J. Christopher Jones challenged design 
professional in his 1970s book Design Methods to think about the 
context at differing scales. He devised this hierarchy of design 
problems that moves from components, to products, to systems, to 
communities. Design problems may be viewed at different levels of 
complexity. Jones argues that the problems of post-industrial society 

branding 
case study

photography  
strategy

Busch Entertainment 
SeaWorld & Busch Gardens

Busch 
Entertainment Corp. 
(BEC) partnered 
with a division of 
Hallmark cards 
called, Hallmark 

problem
branding

park members park members  
with preferences 

BEC didn’t know their park members, which led to an arbitrary 
approach to event planning, merchandise orders, and culinary 
decisions. It also greatly impacted how they communicated to park 
members.

Different parks were doing different things, it was really a mixed bag 

solution
branding

a strategy towards concise  
and clear communication

audience segmentation

direct marketing tips
sustainability tips
merchandising style guides

park branding style guides
photography strategy



solution
branding

audience segmentation
direct marketing tips
sustainability tips

a strategy towards concise  
and clear communication

merchandising style guides
park branding style guides
photography strategy

audience 
segmentation

branding

settled seniors

active urbanites

american dream

making ends meet
young families

park members  
with preferences 

Through marketing research the audience segmentation was crafted. 
The objectives of segmentation to improve customer knowledge in 
order to:

—Provide more targeted acquisition efforts 
—Provide relevant messages and offers

photography strategy
branding

evaluation of current photo collection:

Limited audience representation 
Feature Focus 
Animal shots more portrait than action 
Had to work with the same limited  

collection for a long time 
Contrived / staged images 
Lacked authenticity 
Did not capture experiences 

This knowledge also 
informed the 
creation of an 
extensive photo 
library.

photography strategy
branding

Life experiences 
Sense of place 
Relationship building 
Emotional expression 
Creative memories 
Genuine and natural 

our goal: photography through  
the Hallmark Lens

Hallmark Loyalty's 
goal was to develop 
a photography 
strategy that would 
aid in building an 
extensive brand 



photography strategy
branding

project scope:

development of categories
casting of 50+
wardrobe guidelines

department wish lists

scheduling

1 week at each park

Photo Categories:
Animals—famous faces, unique personalities, special environments
Culinary experience
Shopping
Park artisans and craftspeople
Guests and park’s staff interacting
Secondary categories (i.e. Adventure Camps)

photography strategy
branding

overall direction:

visual narratives

emotionally evocative
unique perspectives
natural light
personal relevance
slice of life

Visual Narratives—single photo frames that tells a story
Emotionally Evocative— capturing joy, awe, happiness and much 

more
Unique Perspectives—an unusual angle or crop, an unexpected 

glimpse into an experience
Natural Light—glowing, pure, crisp, and clean

John Dolan 
Master Photographer

Hallmark has an extensive photo studio with very talented 
photographers, but because of the demands on photos for Hallmark 
product we had to find a photographer from outside. We hired an art 
buyer to help us land the perfect photographer, after shifting through 
several photo portfolios we fell in love with the work of John Dolan.

Emotions Playing on the Faces of the Guests—smiles, laughter, wide-
eyed wonder, and more



In the Park—guests interacting with staff, exploring the attractions, 
delighting in the animals, and 

Coming Together—getting closer and renewing your love for each 
other

Dynamic—filled with energy, lively and vibrant

Passion—emotional intensity, enthusiasm, and zest



Several photo 
shoots have 
executed this 
strategy at Busch 
Gardens Tampa, 
Busch Gardens 

did you know...? It's difficult to catch a giraffe while its sleeping, simply because he 
gets so little of it! Ever vigilant for predators, giraffes just sleep for a 
few minutes at a time, and usually only get about 30 minutes total in a 
single day.

branding 
case study

marketing &  
retail strategy

Hallmark Cards Inc. 
Marketing & Merchandising Studios 

Towards the last 
years of my days at 
Hallmark I worked in 
a new department 
called the Marketing 
Studio, up until this 

problem
branding

consumers consumers  
with values 

we weren’t listening

In addition to bringing the work in-house, we had to change the way 
we saw our consumer. We knew age, profession, economic status, 
preferences for retail, we absolutely knew our consumer was 
female...what we didn’t know is what “she” cared about, what 
motivated her, how she saw the world.



solution
branding

conduct ethnographic research studies

“A designer should care about ethnography  
 because it can help produce more compelling,  
 innovative design that really connects with  
 users—in a way that creates delight.” 

  darrel rhea, design research consultant

is a research method based on observing people in the natural 
environment rather than in a formal research setting
when applies to design, it helps designers create more compelling 
solutions

ethnography
branding

allowed us to...

discover meaning

understand norms
make communication powerful

be worldly
observe reality

identify barriers

aiga.org

discover meaning: how people make sense of their world
understand norms: how cultural norms shape people’s 
perceptions
make communications powerful: how to communicate more 
effectively with an audience
be worldly: how products, technologies, and communications 

branding

fresh eyes
speak my language
confusion of brand
quest for the perfect card
pump me up
make it easy

consumers  
with values 

ethnography
told us...

Marketing Strategy 
how we changed communication  

with our consumer

Now that our knowledge of our audience had expanded we had to 
change how we communicated to her



solution
branding

drive Gold Crown

an integrated marketing strategy:

support the mass channels

drive core product categories

bring work in-house

build brand value
leverage strategic partners
seasonal communication strategy

—bring the work in-house allowing for more creative control

—drive GC
—drive core product categories, greeting cards, gift wrap, gifts, 
keepsakes ornaments
—support mass channels of distribution, CVS, Walmarts, Krogers, 

solution
branding

photography that shows  
product in a fresh way
seasonal and everyday color palettes

visual consistency:

typography to support tone
each touchpoint has a unique job

—photography that shows product in a fresh way
—seasonal and everyday color palettes
—typography to support tone
—each touchpoint of communication has a unique job





Retail Branding Strategy 
how we changed branding across 

all store environments

After we had a good thing going with the print and advertising 
collateral a much larger problem needed to be tackled, this was our 
inconsistent branding across all store environments 

problem
branding

Hallmark Logo 

Over 10+ logo configurations  
in the environment across all  
channels of distribution



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



problem
branding

Sub-brand Signage 

Is it Shoebox Hallmark or 
American Greetings?

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



problem
branding

Everyday Signage 

8 different visual treatments applied  
to 33+ environmental variations 

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

problem
branding

Seasonal Signage 

8 different visual treatments applied  
to 33+ environmental variations 

the problem



the problem

the problem

problem
branding

PID (pocket identifier descriptions) 

12,500 PID combinations  
in everyday card runs



problem
branding

Fixtures 

Over 33+ fixture configurations 
in the environment

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

solution
branding

IDENTIFY: Make the environment  
unmistakably Hallmark

our goals:

SIMPLIFY: Make it easy for  
consumers to complete their goals

AMPLIFY: Capture consumer  
attention in actionable ways

IDENTIFY: Make the environment unmistakably Hallmark
AMPLIFY: Capture consumer attention in actionable ways
SIMPLIFY: Make it easy for consumers to complete their goals

2007

logo

sub-brands



One color

Gold Crown MASS Channels

color

fixtures

fixtures

signage



messages

the solution

the solution

the solution



the solution

EVERYDAY PERPENDICULAR SIGN

hmk mass | everyday    sign templates & specs

ONE LINE 
OF TYPE

SMALL
ONE LINE 
OF TYPE

TWO LINES
OF TYPE

TWO LINES
OF TYPE

7½" 7½"

7½" 7½"

babyanniversary

birthday
for family

love &
friendship

SEE PAGE
XX FOR
COLORS

 

COLOR / FONT : 

PRIMARY FONT:

minion display small caps (lowercase)

SECONDARY FONT:

minion italic (lowercase)  

00
style guides

style guides

style guides
seasonal

The introduction of seasonal style guides ensured that everyone was 
using the same approach to photography and typography...and of 
course, most importantly making sure we all used the same shade of 
red in holiday communications!



did you know...?

• 10,000 new and redesigned greeting cards each year.
• 49,000 products available at any one time.
• over 600 creatives

process methods
online 

environments

NC State University 
Meredith Davis 

process 
methods

interactive environments
designing the conditions for online experiences

process 
methods

community
learning

online environment
interactions

decisions & behaviorsphysical environment

my evolving interests lies in how the physical environment can inform 
the design FOR interaction in the online environment 
and how communities communicate and interacts in an online 
environment with information
and how this affects their behaviors and actions in the physical 
environment



process 
methods

learning community

adapted from dori tunstall

five experiential elements of community

relationships

agency historical  
consciousness

life goalsorganizational 
structure

A learning community is a group of people who either have the same 
interests in common or share a similar need for information. According 
to design anthropologist, Dori Tunstall, it is important to understand 
these communities when designing interactive environments. She has 
identified five aspects of how people experience the communities they 
participate in: historical consciousness, life goals, organizational 

process 
methods

parents of autism
What matters most to  
the parents of an autistic  
individual is to understand  
how their child experiences  
the world so that they can  
provide the best possible life.

Using these five 
experiential 
elements I analyzed 
Parents of Autism 
as a learning 
community...I 

To begin this process of understanding parent of autism, I created a 
concept map to identify the key roles in the community and critical 
information needed by parents. It outlines information needed by a 
parent of an autistic child during the different phases of learning as 
their child ages. Information is further categorized by who they need 
to connect with in order to get the information; peers, experts, and 

process 
methods

parents of autism

adapted from dori tunstall

Community Identification Exchange of Information Collaborative Task

To manage this 
overwhelming need 
for information,  I 
developed an idea 
for a site that is 
aimed at sharing 



Community Identification

Community 
Identification

In this scenario the 
parent identifies 
who they are in the 

Community Identification

This scenario shows 
an exchange 
between a parent 
and parent 
advocates

Community Identification

Parents of autistic children want to help their child establish self-regulation capabilities through daily 
sensory activities. In this scenario the parent and the occupational therapist work together to plan and 
implement a sensory diet. This site gives parents a great deal of responsibility in choosing, conducting, 
recording, and analyzing the daily  
activities over a span of several weeks. Thus, eliminating the need to visit an occupational therapist on a 
weekly basis.  

sensory diet

With the information provided by the advocate, the parent can make arrangements with an occupational 

Community Identification

The therapist reviews the parent’s documentation of activities and provides comments, a stimulation 
rating, and a progress assessment. The parent logs in to begin reviewing their comments.

enter

Here the parent sees the stimulation rating the therapist has given each activity, the bubbles and painting 
activities were optimal stimulation for the child, the trampoline activity was under stimulating and the slow 
swinging activity was over stimulating.

select painting



process 
methods

schema structures
mental structures

place 
schemas

event 
schemas

role 
schemas

graphic design theory, meredith davis

Schema structures 
are mental 
structures that 
contain general 
expectations and 
knowledge about 

Raleigh Garden 
Created in collaboration with: 

Cady Bean-Smith, Lauren 
Waugh, and Samyul Kim 

aka. T.F.P (Team Fried Pickle)

In this collaborative 
project, we 
employed the use of 
schema structures 
to organize and 
design the 

mrs. henderson’s garden

introduce big idea Choice of narrative / Inclusion of natural 
environment / Choice of personal voice we chose Mrs. Henderson as 
our persona for our narrative She was an: artist gardener community 
figure NCSU raleigh and national level 



schematic map

the schematic map began to define elements of navigation in terms of 
Lynch's Image of the City 

user map

USER MAP : as a group we mapped our potential users and their 
motivation for visiting the site; this allowed for us to further define the 
purpose of the site 

audience : Current and new residents / Non-residents / Landscape 
architects / City developers / College of Design students 

content diagram

CONTENT DIAGRAM : we outlined all of the possible content needed 
and categorized them into time, place, and gardener role, event and 
place schemas

behavior maps

BEHAVIOR MAPS : using the content elements from the previous 
exercise, we began to form ways a user may move through the 
content; we identified a system moving through macro - mecro - 
micro; we saw that the user paths through the content were very 
linear, we then rearranged the content to create a cyclical movement 
by the user and situated them at the merco level  



behavior maps

This cyclical map led us to think about it in spatial and visual language

behavior maps

scene structure

we developed “scene” cards to visual the narrative we wanted the 
user to move through; which further laid the framework for how the 
system would work

wireframing & user interaction WIRE FRAMING and USER INTERACTION : we further defined the 
user path with the structure formed from the cards; paper prototyping 
tool to show user interaction, content, site intent, and transitions



low stakes wireframe

formal visual choices

DESIGN STYLE : we wanted to continue our group process in the 
“design” phase of the project, to keep it a group effort we built a mood 
board together which will become our inspiration the formal choices

narration

botanical 
facts

current 
raleigh

voice

formal choices

maps

photography

photography

diagrams

illustration
abstract

abstract

pattern

concrete

-keeping in the mind the role schema of the gardener Mrs. 
Henderson, we used her narrative as the driving voice
-we chose her voice to accompany the user through the garden 
environment
-her anecdotal tone provides a sense of time and place and leads the 
user to more specific Raleigh and botanical information

macro

mecro mecro

micro

-through our behavior mapping we identified a macro-mecro-micro 
theme that we referred to through out our designing process, this 
helped in our design style negotiations 



garden bed

plant

property

raleigh

bulb

-working within specific scenes of garden, bed, plant, bulb, property, 
Raleigh
-we organized the environment based on Lynch’s theory of spatial 
navigation

garden district bed

plant

property

raleigh

bulb

bed nodes 
takes user into  

specific garden beds

property nodes 
takes user up to the 

property level

bed district

plant nodes 
takes user down to  

the plant levellandmarks 
orients user

garden

bulb district

raleigh district info nodes 
give user info

info nodes 
give user info

plant edge

property edge

-the nodes in the garden and bed districts become landmarks as the 
user interacts within the environment
-they also provide peeks to where the user is going and where they 
have been
-the property and plant edges are transition zones that the user 
moves through to get into the Raleigh and bulb districts

-to accommodate a full glimpse of the environment, we identified two 
user paths in our prototype of interaction

INTRO: It’s the first blossom of spring…that’s always the most 
precious of the year. It’s good you came today. You take it. You should 
have it. 

INTRO 2: Surely in our own little private world we should seek a 
change of tempo and welcome freedom from restrictions and 
authority. In the garden it is leisure—not time—which should be of the 



process 
methods
student work

Michigan State University 
Department of Art, Art History, & Design 

process 
methods

michigan complete 
streets coalition
The process as a whole gave me a new 
appreciation for your line of work and made me 
think about how I can encourage advocates to 
work more with designers, both because the videos 
were engaging (in a way that a white paper is 
not), but also because the thought process on  

how to present an argument was useful.
Rory Neuner

For the fall 2010 semester the collaborative project dealt with 
promoting the benefits of walkable communities in Michigan. I saught 
out the The Michigan complete streets coalition and asked if they 
wanted to be the focus of our project. We worked with Rory Neuner, 
the coalitions director had this to say after viewing the pieces from the 
class, “the process as a whole gave me a new appreciation for your 

process 
methods

michigan complete 
streets coalition

based on the “continuum of audience readiness”

Students made a time-based 
intervention that framed a change-
related message to a specific audience, 
moving them from one level of 
understanding to the next.

Students made a time-based intervention that framed a change-
related message to a specific audience, moving them from one level 
of understanding to the next.



process 
methods

continuum of 
audience readiness

not ready to know ready to know ready to hold an opinion ready to act on an opinion ready to advocate
about the benefits  
of walkable comm.

about the benefits  
of walkable comm.

about walkable comm. about walkable comm. for walkable comm.

adapted from David Rose

for dealing with information relate to  
the benefits of walkable communities

David Rose, an acquaintance of Meredith’s, shared with her this 
spectrum of audience readiness related to dealing with information 
surrounding social issues...in turn she shared it with us. It becomes a 
useful tool for constructing information. My students worked in four 
groups, each group was assigned a point on the spectrum with the 
goal to move their audience group to the next level of understanding. 

ready to hold  
an opinion

ready to act  
on an opinion

Fall 2010 : Elise Androkites, Matt Dye, Saralee Gordon, Sammy Brooks, and Kim Berens

michigan complete  
streets coalition 

The piece I am going to show is targeted towards decision makers and encourages them to act on an opinion.

ready to hold  
an opinion

ready to act  
on an opinion

Fall 2010 : Elise Androkites, Matt Dye, Saralee Gordon, Sammy Brooks, and Kim Berens

michigan complete  
streets coalition 

The piece I am going to show is targeted towards decision makers and encourages them to act on an opinion.

ready to act  
on an opinion ready to advocate

Spring 2010 : Jeremy DeBor, William Boor, Brittany Meadows, Thad Wojdyla, and Alissa Lane

msu beyond coal 
campaign 



thank you

Thank you for having me here today. I welcome any questions that 
you might have.


